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'Somethings hidden. Go and find it.
Go and look behind the Ranges–

Something lost behind the Ranges.
Lost and waiting for You. Go!'

Rudyard Kipling : The Explorer




       


        

    

        

 

         

 (Anchor, vol - 2, p-34)    

 ‘U’   (Glacier
Valley)



 








        






  
 




       

 
 

[The Untravelled World by Eric Shipton]
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Alpine Journal, vol-24


Approach
to the Hills by C. F. Meede
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Nanda Devi by Eric Shipton
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"a series of crumbling and serated peaks
of wildest form "Himalayan Journal, vol-12, pg-30
       
    
 

We reached the flat basin in
centre of the cirque formed by the slopes of Gouri and
buttresses of Hathi Parbat....... a very steep glacier giving also
possible access. But the angle appeared too severe and we
feared falls of seracs and avalanches....... we delighted at
having not only avoided any mischances but even the
slightest hitch.Alpine Journal, vol-xii, pg-43

 


      
Upper Suki Plateau

  a series of granitic aiguilles a series of
crumbling and serrated peakes of wildest form
   



       

   

It will be a very great
challenge, difficult and dangerous. You will have to go at
right time. There is no pass marked on any maps and between
any peaks. Please study maps thoroughly. It will have to be
explored and crossed a major blank on the map of eastern
Garhwal.


      
        

   
      





 
     

      
    


   



     

         

  





